
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL of ELECTRICAL and COMPUTER ENGINEERING

ECE 2025 Fall 2009
Problem Set #4

Assigned: 14-Sep-09
Due Date: Week of 21-Sep-09

Reading: In SP First, Chapter 3: Spectrum Representation, Sections 3-3 through 3-8.

Your homework is due in recitation at the beginning of class. After the beginning of your assigned
recitation time, the homework is considered late and will be given a zero.
Turn in all STARRED problems. Some subset of these problems will be randomly selected for grading.

Some of the problems have solutions that are similar to those found on the SP-First CD-ROM. After this
assignment is handed in by everyone, solutions will be posted to the web.

Two-Part Format for HW Solutions: For each homework problem, two distinct pieces of information are
required for a complete solution:

(a) Approach: Write a clear explanation of how you are going to solve the problem. Write in complete
sentences. This explanation should be written with little or no mathematical formulas, and it should
also be written so that it is independent of the specific numerical values in the problem.

(b) Details: Carry out the solution of the particular problem. Details mean getting the algebra correct,
making precise plots, and doing the numerical calculations are the key.

PROBLEM 4.1*:
The instantaneous frequency of a sinusoid is dened as the derivative of its argument (phase). Hence, if
x(t) = cos(ψ(t)) then the instantaneous frequency (in Hz) is

f (t) =
1

2π

dψ(t)
dt

.

For each of the sinusoids below, find an expression for the instantaneous frequency in Hz and sketch it for
the specified range of t.

(a) x1(t) = cos(
√

t), for 0≤ t ≤ 4

(b) x2(t) = cos(t2 +π/2), for −3≤ t ≤ 3

(c) x3(t) = cos(e2t), for 0≤ t ≤ 3

(d) x4(t) = cos(cos(2πt)), for 0≤ t ≤ 3



PROBLEM 4.2*:
A linear-FM “chirp” signal is one that sweeps in frequency from ω1 = 2π f1 to ω2 = 2π f2 as time goes from
t = 0 to t = T2.

(a) Determine the mathematical formula for a chirp whose instantaneous frequency sweeps from f1 = 800
Hz up to f2 = 4800 Hz as time goes from t = 0 to t = 2 sec.

(b) In the following chirp

y(t) = cos(500πt2 +300πt +π/3) 0≤ t ≤ 3s

determine the starting and ending instantaneous frequencies.

PROBLEM 4.3*:
We have seen that musical tones can be modeled mathematically by sinusoidal signals. If you read music
or play the piano you are aware of the fact that the piano keyboard is divided into octaves, with the tones
in each octave being twice the frequency of the corresponding tones in the next lower octave. To calibrate
the frequency scale, the reference tone is the A above middle-C, which is usually called A440 since its
frequency is 440 Hz. Each octave contains 12 tones, and the ratio between the frequencies of successive
tones is constant. Since middle C is 9 tones below A440, its frequency is approximately (440)2−9/12 ≈ 262
Hz. In musical notation the tones are called notes; the names of the notes in the octave starting with middle-C
and ending with high-C are:

note name C C# D E[ E F F# G G# A B[ B C
note number 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52
frequency

(a) Explain why the ratio of the frequencies of successive notes must be 21/12.

(b) Make a table of the frequencies of the tones of the octave beginning with middle-C assuming that A
above middle C is tuned to 440 Hz.

(c) The above notes on a piano are numbered 40 through 52. If n denotes the note number, and f denotes
the frequency of the corresponding tone, give a formula for the frequency of the tone as a function of
the note number.



PROBLEM 4.4*:
Shown in the figure is a spectrum plot for the periodic signal x(t). The frequency axis has units of rad/s.
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(a) Determine the fundamental frequency ω0 of this signal.

(b) Determine the (fundamental) period T0 of x(t), i.e., the shortest possible period.

(c) Determine the DC value of this signal.

(d) A periodic signal of this type can be represented as a Fourier series of the form

x(t) =
∞

∑
k=−∞

ake jω0kt .

If the Fourier series coefficients of x(t) are denoted by ak, k = 0,±1,±2,±3, . . . , determine which
coefficients are nonzero. List these Fourier series coefficients and their values in a table.

PROBLEM 4.5*:

Suppose that a periodic signal is defined (over one period) as: x(t) =

{
50 for 0≤ t ≤ 3
0 for 3 < t < 6

(a) Assume that the period of x(t) is 6 sec. Draw a plot of x(t) over the range −10≤ t ≤ 10 sec.

-
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(b) Determine the DC value of x(t) from the Fourier series integral.

(c) Write the Fourier integral expression for the coefficient ak in terms of the specific signal x(t) defined
above. Set up all the specifics of the integral (e.g., limits of integration, integrand), but do not evaluate
the integral.


